
	  
	  
	  

English 
 

Grandpa Chatterji - Factfiles 
 

 
 

Gregory Cool – Diary & Descriptive Writing 
	  

	  
	  

Travel Agents – Persuasive Letter & Information Text 
 

The Tin Forest  – Letter & Descriptive Writing 
	  

	  

Maths 
 
Multiplication & Division 
Additional practise for formal methods of multiplication and division, including a high focus on 
reasoning  
 
Addition & Subtraction: Decimals 
Count up and down in tenths; recognise that tenths arise from dividing an object into ten equal 
parts and in dividing numbers or quantities by 10.  
 
Addition & Subtraction: Using measures 
Add and subtract measures (length, weight and volume) with up to 3 digits, using formal written 
methods of columnar addition and subtraction.  
 
Multiplication & Division: Using measures 
Write and calculate measures for multiplication and division using known multiplication tables, 
including 2-digit x 1-digit, using mental and progressing to formal written methods.  
 
Measures: Time 
Know the numbers of seconds in a minute and the number of days in each month, year and leap 
year.  
Compare durations of events, for example to calculate time taken by particular events or tasks.  
 
Geometry: 2D and 3D Shapes 
Identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of perpendicular & parallel lines.  
 
Place Value 
Revise all Year 3 activities associated with place value, including additional reasoning activities.  
 
Addition and Subtraction: Problems 
Solve word problems including missing number problems, number facts, place value and more 
complex addition and subtraction.  
 
Fractions 
Revise all Year 3 activities associated with fractions and decimals.  
 
Measures: Money 
Consolidate:���Adding and subtracting amounts of money to give change, using both £ and p in 
practical contexts.  
 
Statistics 
Solve 1-step and 2-step questions such as ‘How many more?’ and ‘How many fewer?’ using 
information presented in scaled bar charts pictograms and other graphs  
 
Consolidate and Assess 
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Art 
3D/ Textiles 
Can they add onto their work to create texture and shape? 
Can they work with life size materials? 
Can they create pop-ups? 
Can they use more than one type of stitch? 
Can they join fabric together to form a quilt using padding? 
Can they use sewing to add detail to a piece of work?  
Can they add texture to a piece of work?  
Printing 
Can they make a printing block? 
Can they make a 2 colour print? 
Use of IT 
Can they use IT programs to create a piece of work that includes their 
own work and that of others (using web)? 
Can they use the web to research an artists or style of art? 
Sketch Books 
Can they use their sketch books to express feelings about a subject and to 
describe likes and dislikes? 
Can they make notes in their sketch books about techniques used by 
artists? 
Can they suggest improvements to their work by keeping notes in their 
sketch books? 
Knowledge 
Can they explore work from other cultures? 
 
Design & Technology 
Can they show that their design meets a range of requirements? 
Can they put together a step-by-step plan which shows the order and also 
what equipment and tools they need? 
Can they describe their design using an accurately labelled sketch and 
words? 
How realistic is their plan? 
Can they use equipment and tools accurately? 
Can they explain what they changed which made their design even better?  
Cooking and nutrition 
Can they choose the right ingredients for a product? 
Can they use equipment safely? 
Can they make sure that their product looks attractive? 
Can they describe how their combined ingredients come together? 
Can they set out to grow plants such as cress and herbs from seed with 
the intention of using them for their food product? 
Textiles  
Can they join textiles of different types in different ways? 
Can they choose textiles both for their appearance and also qualities? 
Electrical components 
Do they select the most appropriate tools and techniques to use for a 
given task? 
Can they make a product which uses both electrical? 
Can they use a simple circuit? 
Can they use a number of components?	  

 
Home Learning Opportunities 
 
Ideas of places you could visit: 
•  
 
Other possible ideas to do at home: 
•  

Music 
Performing 
Do they sing in tune with expression? 
Do they control their voice when singing? 
Can they play clear notes on instruments? 
Appraising 
Can they recognise the work of at least one famous composer?  
 
Steel Pans 

 
PE (Dance through topic – see NC Document) 
Acquiring & developing skills 
Can they select and use the most appropriate skills, actions or ideas? 
Can they move and use actions with co-ordination and control? 
Evaluating & improving 
Can they explain how their work is similar and different from that of others? 
With help, do they recognise how performances could be improved? 
Health & fitness 
Can they explain why it is important to warm-up and cool-down? 
Can they identify some muscle groups used in gymnastic activities? 
Swimming – dependent on competency 
Can they swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25m? 
Can they use a range of strokes effectively e.g. front crawl, backstroke and breaststroke? 
Can they perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situation  
Games 
Can they throw and catch with control when under limited pressure? 
Are they aware of space and use it to support team-mates and cause problems for the opposition? 
Do they know and use rules fairly to keep games going? 
Can they keep possession with some success when using equipment that is not used for throwing and 
catching skills? 
Athletics 
Can they run at fast, medium and slow speeds, changing speed and direction? 
Can they link running and jumping activities with some fluency, control and consistency? 
Can they make up and repeat a short sequence of linked jumps? 
Can they take part in a relay activity, remembering when to run and what to do? 
Do they throw a variety of objects, changing their action for accuracy and distance? 
OUTDOOR PE- HARRY BOYS 
 

 
 

History 
Knowledge & Interpretation 
Can they suggest why certain people acted as they did in history? 
 
Geography  
Geographical Enquiry 
Can they begin to use a 4 figure grid references? 
Can they use some basic OS map symbols? 
Can they make accurate measurement of distances within 100Km? 
Physical Geography 
Can they locate India and explain why it is a popular holiday destination? 
Human Geography 
Can they explain why a place is like it is? 
Can they explain how the lives of people living in India would be different 
from their own? 
Geographical Knowledge 
Can they name a number of countries in the Northern Hemisphere? 
Can they name and locate some well-known European countries? 
Can they name and locate the capital cities of neighbouring European 
countries?  

Science 
Plants 
Can they identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants? (roots, 
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers)? 
Can they explore the requirement of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, nutrients 
from soil, and room to grow)? 
Can they explain how they vary from plant to plant?  
Can they investigate the way in which water is transported within plants? 
Can they explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including 
pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal?  
Can they classify a range of common plants according to many criteria (environment found, 
size, climate required, etc.)? 
Light 
Can they recognise that they need light in order to see things? 
Can they recognise that dark is the absence of light? 
Can they notice that light is reflected from surfaces? 
Can they recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways to 
protect their eyes? 
Can they recognise that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is blocked 
by a solid object? 
Can they find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change?  
 
‘Working Scientifically’ is to be embedded in lessons throughout the topic. 

Languages 
Listening & responding 
Do they understand short passages made up of familiar language?  
So they understand instructions, messages and dialogues within short passages? 
Can they identify and note the main points and give a personal response on a 
passage? 
Speaking 
Can they have a short conversation where they are saying 2-3 things? 
Can they use short phrases to give a personal response? 
Reading & responding 
Can they read and understand short texts using familiar language? 
Can they identify and note the main points and give a personal response? 
Can they read independently? 
Can they use a bilingual dictionary or glossary to look up new words?  
Writing 
Can they write 2-3 short sentences on a familiar topic? 
Can they say what they like and dislike about a familiar topic? 
PSHE 
Living in the Wider World  
Do they understand that their actions affect themselves and others, care about 
other people’s feelings and try to see things from their points of view? 
Do they recognise that differences and similarities between people arise from a 
number of factors, including cultural, ethnic, racial and religious diversity, gender 
and disability? 
Do they know about the range of jobs carried out by people they know, and 
understand how they can develop skills to make their own contribution in the 
future? 
RE – Buddhism: Buddha & Living as a Buddha 

Computing 
Information Technology & Digital Literacy 
Can they collect information? 
Can they present information? 
Computer Science 
Can they write programs that accomplish specific goals? 
Can they use sequence in programs? 

 

 

Year 3  
 Summer Topic Puzzle  

An Indian Adventure 


